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Abstract

This article proposes a new approach for build-
ing topic models on unbalanced collections in
topic modelling, based on the existing meth-
ods and our experiments with such methods.
Real-world data collections contain topics in
various proportions, and often documents of
the relatively small theme become distributed
all over the larger topics instead of being
grouped into one topic. To address this issue,
we design a new regularizer for Θ and Φ matri-
ces in probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(pLSA) model. We make sure this regularizer
increases the quality of topic models, trained
on unbalanced collections. Besides, we con-
ceptually support this regularizer by our exper-
iments.

1 Introduction

Topic modelling is a widespread approach to un-
supervised text analysis and clustering. Given
the number of latent variables — topics —
topic models extract hidden word×topic and
topic×document probability distributions from text
corpora. Topic models have proven to be relevant
in a wide range of contexts and uni- and multilin-
gual tasks (Uys et al., 2008; De Smet and Moens,
2009; Boyd-Graber et al., 2017).

Two fundamental topic models are probabilis-
tic Latent Semantic Analysis — pLSA (Hofmann,
1999) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation — LDA (Blei
et al., 2003). Various extensions of pLSA and
LDA models have emerged over the past years, e.g.
Additive Regularization of Topic Models (ARTM)
(Vorontsov and Potapenko, 2015) modification of
pLSA, where required solution properties are in-
duced by the additional regularizer part in the
model. Through regularizers one can take into
consideration various problem-specific features of
data, and this is a reason why we apply ARTM-
framework in our work.

Despite almost 30 years of model development
history, lots of problems and issues were raised in
the topic modelling field. Problem of the “order
effect” in LDA (Agrawal et al., 2018), for exam-
ple. It consists in converging to the different topics
set while during training on the unstructured data.
Even with the structured data solution in the pLSA
or LDA model is non-unique and unstable. Such un-
stability may be reduced by tuning the model with
regularizers, as in the ARTM model. Inserting Φ
and Θ prior distribution into the model, according
to the (Wallach et al., 2009), promotes convergence
to the better and stable solution along with regu-
larization. However, many problems with models
itself and with quality metrics remain unsolved.

In this article, we point out the topic balancing
problem. At this moment problem of training topic
models on the unbalanced collections is not studied
thoroughly and is far from the comprehensive solu-
tion. We examine previously suggested approach
to the topic balancing and propose a balancing pro-
cedure, based on the a priori ratio between topic
capacities.

2 Problem statement

2.1 Topic modelling introduction

Let D denote the text corpora, W denote the set
of words in the corpora, or the corpora vocabu-
lary, and T denote the set of the topics. Every
document d ∈ D is presented as a token sequence
(w1, w2, . . . , wnd

) of length nd from the vocabu-
lary of size n. In the models, based on the “bag-
of-words” hypothesis, the more compact way to
represent a document is to consider the document
as a vocabulary multiset, where each token w ∈ d
occurs ndw times in the document.

Topic model describes conditional probabilities
p(w|d) of the appearance of the tokens w in the
documents d through the probabilities of the to-
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kens in the topics ϕwt = p(w|t) and topics in the
documents θtd = p(t|d). To build a probabilistic
generative model, we consider further hypotheses
fulfilled:

• conditional independence hypothesis: each
topic generates tokens regardless of the docu-
ment;

p(w|d, t) = p(w|t)

• “bag-of-words” hypothesis: words order in
the document does not affect desired distribu-
tions;

• a finite set of topics T exist in the corpora,
and each token occurrence in each document
refers to some latent topic from T .

According to the law of total probability and the
assumption of conditional independence

p(w|d) =
∑
t∈T

ϕwtθtd

This probabilistic model describes how the col-
lectionD is generated from the known distributions
p(w|t) and p(t|d). Learning a topic model is an in-
verse problem: obtaining tokens–topics and topics–
documents distributions p(w|t) and p(t|d) given a
corpora D. This problem is equivalent to finding a
stochastic matrix decomposition of counter matrix
as a product F ≈ ΦΘ, where matrix Φ represents
tokens probabilities for the topics and Θ represents
topic probabilities for the documents:

F = (p̂(w|d))W×D, p̂(w|d) =
nwd

nd

Φ = (ϕwt)W×T , ϕwt = p(w|t)

Θ = (θtd)T×D, θtd = p(t|d)

In pLSA the topic model is learned by log-
likelihood maximization through EM-algorithm

L(Φ,Θ) =
∑

d∈D,w∈d
ndw log

∑
t∈T

ϕwtθtd → max
Φ,Θ

(1)
Further details can be found in the Appendix A.

Since the matrix product ΦΘ is defined up to
a linear transformation, solution of the problem
is not unique and, therefore, is unstable. Addi-
tional objectives called regularizers, depending on
the Θ and Φ matrices, can be included in the log-
likelihood along with their non-negative regular-
ization coefficients τ to reduce the solution domain.

Likelihood maximization problem (1) with r regu-
larizers then takes the following form:

L(Φ,Θ) +

r∑
i=1

τiRi(Φ,Θ)→ max
Φ,Θ

(2)

Solution of the problem therefore transforms to

pt̂dw =
ϕwt̂θt̂d∑

t∈T
ϕwtθtd

ϕwt = norm
w∈W

(
nwt + ϕwt

∂R

∂ϕwt

)
θwt = norm

t∈T

(
ntd + θtd

∂R

∂θtd

)
where

nwt =
∑
d∈D

ndwptdw, ntd =
∑
w∈d

ndwptdw

Regularization approach and theorem proofs can
be found in (Vorontsov and Potapenko, 2015)

2.2 Topic balancing problem statement
Let nt =

∑
d∈D

p(t|d)nd denote the topic capacity

of the topic t. Let k = ntmax
ntmin

denote the imbal-
ance degree of the model; with p(t) = nt

n de-
noting the topic probability and N(t̂) = |{d ∈
D|argmax

t
θtd = t̂}|, we can denote documents

imbalance degree k = Ntmax
Ntmin

too. Probabilistic
topic models, based on the matrix factorization,
tend to spread documents by topics uniformly and
extract topics with the equal capacity. In order to
maximize log-likelihood, model should engage all
inner parameters for data description. Reducing the
topics number, meaning reducing the number of
available parameters, is unprofitable for the model
in terms of EM-algorithm optimization, therefore
strong proportion reduction of the particular topic
is unprofitable too. Experiments show that in the
pLSA and LDA models imbalance degree rarely
exceeds 3-4.

Similar problem arises in the multiclass classi-
fication with imbalanced data, where classifying
model prefers predicting the label of the most com-
mon class for every object to reduce the number of
errors in classification. The standard approach to
imbalanced data problem is a class weighting. It
can help to provide some bias towards the minority
classes while training the model, and thus help in
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improving performance of the model while classi-
fying various classes. Documents imbalance leads
to overweight of the vocabulary of predominant
topics in the collection. This effect exaggerates
”word burstiness“ in the model (Doyle and Elkan,
2009; Lei et al., 2011) in terms of documents: if a
collection has disproportion of topics, a document
is likely to belong to the widely represented topic.

Let us call the model imbalanced if it can extract
and maintain topics with the imbalance degree k
up to 10. In this article, we examine different ways
of balancing topics in topic models and building
imbalanced models.

3 Topic balancing hypotheses

3.1 Iterative renormalization of parameter in
the Dirichlet distribution

While formulating the probabilistic generative
model in terms of LDA, topic distributions over
words and document distributions over topics are
generated from prior Dirichlet distributions. A
learning algorithm for LDA can also be consid-
ered as an EM-like algorithm with modified M-
step (Asuncion et al., 2009). The most simple and
frequently used modification is the following:

ϕwt ∝ nwt + βw, θtd ∝ ntd + αt

Thus probabilities of words in topics and proba-
bilities of topics in documents are estimated with
apriori shift. This LDA modification is covered by
the ARTM framework through the LDA regularizer

R(Φ,Θ) =
∑
t

∑
w

(βw − 1) logϕwt+

+
∑
d

∑
t

(αt − 1) log θtd

and parameters of Dirichlet distributions can be
manually adjusted.

We put forward a hypothesis that increasing
Dirichlet parameters in proportion to the topic ca-
pacities similar to the classes weighing in unbal-
anced classification can countervail tendency of the
EM-algorithm to decrease the capacity of the big
topics and increase the capacity of the small topics.

For the modelling experiment we chose synthetic
collection which consists of the two themes — busi-
ness and music — with 1000 and 150 documents
respectively. Two pairs of models were built to
compare modelling results and evaluate balancing
opportunity. First models were trained with two

topics with and without renormalization, second —
with six topics. In the second pair, the separation
of topics was evident through each topic size and
top-tokens: five topics had top-tokens from a big
theme (with ∼ 200 documents in each topic), the
last one topic had top-tokens from a small theme.
However, better topics were obtained with balanced
Dirichlet parameters. In the first pair of models we
implied that through the process of rebalancing
Dirichlet parameters we could obtain two topics
with ∼ 150 and ∼ 1000 documents each and dif-
ferent top-tokens. This hypothesis was not fully
confirmed in the experiment: without the parame-
ter renormalization EM-algorithm had converged
to the topics with almost similar topic capacities,
with parameter renormalization model maintained
documents imbalance degree equal 2 instead of 7.
Results of the experiment can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Results of LDA renormalization.
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3.2 Rebalancing p(t|d,w)

Referring a weighting classes approach in the un-
balanced classification task, we considered pos-
sibility to rebalance p(t|d,w) (4). We proposed
dividing ntdw by nt. However, the same experi-
ment as with LDA model gave no positive results,
and later, in the subsection, we are going to prove
this hypothesis failure.

We show that dividing p(t|d,w) by any value
Zt, which depends on t only, does not change Φ,
but only leads to minor the topics redistribution in
documents. Proof can be found in the Appendix
B. We prove that during renormalization in the
EM-algorithm, M-step formulas for Φ does not
change, because normalizing multiplier Zt is re-
duced. Therefore, pLSA renormalization does not
influence the topics.

3.3 Φ initialization

According to the (Wallach et al., 2009), Φ and Θ
prior distribution, inserted into the model, could
promote stability of the solution. We followed this
assumption and conducted an experiment, in which
Φ matrix was initialized not randomly, as in the
unmodified topic models, but with the previously
calculated probabilities according to the foregone
distribution of documents by topics. We suppose
that the “real” Φ initialization along with the Θ,
calculated from Φ, are the optimal factorization
of the counter matrix F in terms of log-likelihood.
Therefore, the overall topic balance and relative
change of Φ matrix value must not be small enough
(∼ 1− 3%).

For this experiment chose four synthetic collec-
tions with two themes about business and music:
first collection consisted of 1000 and 10 documents
per theme respectively, second consisted of 1000
and 100 documents, third consisted of 1000 and
300 documents, and fourth consisted of 1000 and
600 documents respectively.

The experiment was split into two levels: at the
first level, we trained models without a priori Φ
initialization, at the second level, beforehand cal-
culated Φ matrix was used as an initial tokens–
topics distribution for each model. All zero a priori
probabilities in the calculated Φ matrix were re-
placed with the minimal possible probability value
∝ 10−5. Zero probabilities emerge when a word
does not occur in any document of the foregone
topic; hence we are not artificially limiting topic vo-
cabularies by preserving zeroes. We were training

Figure 2: Results of a priori Φ initialization in pLSA
model.

and comparing pairs of basic model with two topics
and model with the initialization of the Φ matrix
with two topics for each collection, eight models in
sum. Regardless of the data collection, after first 10
training iterations, uninitialized models converged
to the balanced solutions with almost equal N(t),
though initial initialization supported documents
imbalance degree up to 6. This result is represented
in Figure 2 through the topic’s N(t). The left col-
umn represents the model without initialization, the
right column represents the model with initializa-
tion with true topic’s balance [10:1000, 100:1000,
300:1000, 600:1000] respectively.

4 Topic prior regularizer

4.1 Description of the regularizer

According to our experiments and modelling expe-
rience, log-likelihood functional optimization does
not preserve topic balance in models and does not
converge to the optimal solution from the user’s
point of view. We want an optimal solution to al-
low topics with relatively small topic capacities
or topics with relatively small p(t|d) for the most
of corpora documents. Optimality in such terms
can be achieved in a solution, where some topic
variables, or degrees of freedom, are not fully uti-
lized. Current functional during the optimization
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via EM-algorithm tends to redistribute p(t|d) in
the most efficient way, without degenerate distribu-
tions. Thus topic capacities obtain similar values
during the training process.

We formed the hypothesis from our experiments,
that additional shift in tokens–topics Φ may in-
fluence the EM-algorithm as a restriction of the
degrees of freedom, supporting topics imbalance.
By setting relative collection balance in Φ in ad-
vance, we can control possible collection balance
after the training process. During the optimiza-
tion, all ϕwt are specified according to the tokens
distribution in documents. We implemented this
hypothesis in a new ARTM regularizerRTopicPrior

called TopicPriorRegularizer with the parameter β
to describe a priori topic balance in the collection.

RTopicPrior(Φ,Θ) =
∑
t

∑
w

βt log φwt

To better understand the RTopicPrior influ-
ence on the EM-algorithm, we calculated the
RTopicPrior partial derivative:

∂R

∂Φwt
=

βt
ϕwt

and modified log-likelihood in case of one addi-
tional regularizer with regularization coefficient τ ,
determining regularizing strength:

ϕwt ∝ nwt + τβt

In most of the cases, we lack knowledge about
topic capacities in the researched data collection,
therefore we cannot set precise β value. We gen-
eralize our regularization approach and propose
RTopicPriorSampled regularizer, where β parameter
is being sampled from the Dirichlet distribution
with the parameter γ ∈ R1. γ is responsible for the
estimated data sparsity, thus γ = 1 stands for the
random topic capacities in a model, γ � 1 stands
for the equal topic capacities, γ � 1 stands for the
significantly uneven topic capacities.

β ∼ Dir(γ), γ ∈ R1

4.2 Modelling experiments

For the first modelling experiment we chose syn-
thetic collection with the two themes — business
and music — with 1000 and 100 documents re-
spectively. We build two models with two topics in

Figure 3: Results of unregularized and regularized
pLSA model training with 2 topics.

Figure 4: Results (N(t)) of unregularized and regular-
ized pLSA model training with 8 topics.

each and train them for 15 epochs, however, the sec-
ond model is trained with the RTopicPrior, where
β = [0.1, 0.9]. After training we evaluate both
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models by their perplexity, top-tokens and n(t) for
every topic in the model. The second model had
extracted a small theme as a distinct topic, while
the first unregularized model has two similar top-
ics. Training results are presented in Figure 3: the
first row represents model without regularizer, the
second row represents regularized model; the left
column represents N(t) of the topics, the right col-
umn represents n(t) of the topics.

For the second modelling experiment we choose
collection with the eight themes, balanced with
the following documents proportion: doc prop =
[3000, 2000, 1500, 1000, 1000, 1000, 700, 350].
Two models were trained on this collection:
unregularized and regularized model, where
regularizer was initialized with β = doc prop

sum(doc prop) .
Figure Figure 4 and Figure 5 show better topics
composition in the second model, compared to the
first model results.

5 Discussion and conclusion

Learning an unbalanced topic model from unbal-
anced text collection is a non-trivial task for all of
the existing modelling methods. In this paper we
discussed the problem of training topic models with
unbalanced text collections. No previous research
provides a thorough analysis of this problem or an
efficient training procedure for unbalanced models.
After reviewing the problem, we proposed an ap-
proach to building topic models, able to maintain
relatively high imbalance degree. We described
our approach in terms of pLSA regularization and
brought theoretical justification for the RTopicPrior

regularizer.
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A pLSA and ARTM model optimization
problem

In pLSA the topic model is learned by log-
likelihood maximization through EM-algorithm

L(Φ,Θ) =
∑

d∈D,w∈d
ndw log

∑
t∈T

ϕwtθtd → max
Φ,Θ

(3)
with linear constraints of non-negativity and nor-
malization:∑
w∈W

ϕwt = 1, ϕwt ≥ 1;
∑
t∈T

θtd = 1, θtd ≥ 1

Solution of the pLSA problem satisfies the fol-
lowing system of equations with auxiliary variables
ptdw:

pt̂dw =
ϕwt̂θt̂d∑

t∈T
ϕwtθtd

ϕwt = norm
w∈W

(nwt) , nwt =
∑
d∈D

ndwptdw

θwt = norm
t∈T

(ntd) , ntd =
∑
w∈d

ndwptdw

(4)

Process of the calculation auxiliary variables
ptdw is an E-step, while model parameters elab-
oration by the calculated ptdw is an M-step in the
EM-algorithm.

B Proof of rebalancing failure

We considered possibility to rebalance p(t|d,w) in
accordance with weighting classes approach. We
proposed dividing ntdw by nt.

We show that dividing p(t|d,w) by any value
Zt, which depends on t only, doesn’t change Φ,
but only leads to minor the topics redistribution in
documents. We put R = 0 in (2) for the sake of
simplicity.

Investigating M-step of the EM-algorithm, we
write down log-likelihood with renormalizing fac-
tor 1

Zt
:

1

Zt

∑
d∈D

∑
w∈d

∑
t∈T

ndwϕwtθtd → max
Φ,Θ

and then separate variables Φ and Θ:∑
w∈W

∑
t∈T

nwt

Zt
logϕwt+

+
∑
d∈D

∑
t∈T

ntd
Zt

log θtd → max
Φ,Θ

To solve this linear programming task, we ap-
ply Karush–Kuhn–Takker conditions. We write
Lagrangian:

L(Φ,Θ) =
∑
w∈W

∑
t∈T

nwt

Zt
logϕwt−

−
∑
t∈T

λt

(∑
w

ϕwt − 1

)
+

+
∑
d∈D

∑
t∈T

ntd
Zt

log θtd−

−
∑
d∈D

µd

(∑
t∈T

θtd − 1

)

and equate its derivations to zero:

∂L
∂ϕwt

=
nwt

Ztϕwt
− λt = 0

λtϕwt =
nwt

Zt
⇒ λt =

nt
Zt

ϕwt = norm
w∈W

(nwt)

and

∂L
∂θtd

=
ntd
Ztθtd

− µd = 0

µdθtd =
ntd
Zt

⇒ µd =
∑
t∈T

ntd
Zt

θtd = norm
t∈T

(
ntd
Zt

)
M-step formulas for Φ does not change, because

normalizing multiplier Zt is reduced. Therefore,
pLSA renormalization has no influence on the top-
ics.


